Installation Instructions
Combo Top, 07-10 - Wrangler 2 door and 4 door
Part numbers covered by these instructions: 94401, 94501, 94635, 94636, 94735, 94736

PLEASE NOTE: This combo top requires the use of the Rampage 901007 Windshield Channel for installation.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
Carefully read the instructions before attempting to install this product. Rampage Products is in no
way responsible for any damage to the vehicle or personal injury that may occur during the
installation or use of this product.

INCLUDED COMPONENTS
1 - 2 piece Combo Top with Pre Installed straps
1 - Rear Portion Storage Bag

NOTE Unfold the Combo Top (except mesh version) and lay it in direct sunlight for at least 30
minutes. For best results the temperature should be over 70 degrees. If it is not you can still install
the Combo Top but you will need to tighten the straps after use until it stretches smooth.

Installation
1. Remove any hard or soft top currently on your Jeep.
2. Install the Combo top onto the header channel using the snaps as shown in the
illustration. (fig 1)
3. Place the header channel with the top installed above the windshield on the gasket
and fold the combo top forward over the windshield.

fig. 1

fig. 2
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4. Insert the tab of the header channel into the footman loop on the vehicles
windshield frame as shown. (Fig. 2)
5. Place the metal bracket in place on under the header channel as shown. (fig 3).
6. Insert the threaded knob into the metal bracket and tighten. (fig 4) Repeat for
other side.

fig. 3

fig. 4

7. Insert the sides of the top into the factory plastic door surrounds (fig. 5). Wrap the
Velcro straps around the frames as shown. (Note: The Velcro straps are intended
to be used to hold the sides of the top in place on the roll bar if the door surrounds
are not installed.)
8. Now wrap the roll bar straps around the roll bar as shown (fig 6). Locate the long
straps with the plastic clips on the ends. These wrap under the roll bar and are
inserted into the holes on the sound bar at “A” in figure 6. They should be pushed
in until the catch inside the hole.
9. Now wrap the straps and flap around the sound bar in the center of the top (fig 6
“B”) and tighten.

fig. 5

fig. 6
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10. Wrap the straps at the rear corners of the top around the roll bar and tighten.
11. The rear section is removed by simply removing the rear straps and unzipping.
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